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ABSTRACT The annotation of large datasets is often the bottleneck in the successful application of
artificial intelligence in computational pathology. For this reason recently Multiple Instance Learning
(MIL) and Semi Supervised Learning (SSL) approaches are gaining popularity because they require fewer
annotations. In this work we couple SSL and MIL to train a deep learning classifier that combines the
advantages of both methods and overcomes their limitations. Our method is able to learn from the global
WSI diagnosis and a combination of labeled and unlabeled patches. Furthermore, we propose and evaluate
an efficient labeling paradigm that guarantees a strong classification performance when combined with our
learning framework. We compare our method to SSL and MIL baselines, the state-of-the-art and completely
supervised training. With only a small percentage of patch labels our proposed model achieves a competitive
performance on SICAPv2 (Cohen’s kappa of 0.801 with 450 patch labels), PANDA (Cohen’s kappa of 0.794
with 22,023 patch labels) and Camelyon16 (ROC AUC of 0.913 with 433 patch labels). Our code is publicly
available at https://github.com/arneschmidt/ssl_and_mil_cancer_classification.

INDEX TERMS Cancer Classification, Histopathology, Multiple Instance Learning, Semi-Supervised
Learning, Whole Slide Images

I. INTRODUCTION1

THE analysis of histopathological biopsies is the gold2

standard for the diagnosis of many different cancer3

types. In the last years, Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD)4

systems based on artificial intelligence have gained atten-5

tion as a promising tool to reduce pathologists’ workload,6

improve the repeatability and to avoid the variability of7

diagnostic processes. For the training of deep learning al-8

gorithms, initially many approaches relied on detailed local-9

level annotations of the digitized biopsies by pathologists [1].10

Unfortunately, due to the large size of the WSIs, this process11

is a time-consuming task which makes it difficult to obtain12

large and heterogeneous annotated datasets. This recently led13

to the rise of approaches that do not need detailed local-level14

annotations. Instead, they utilize the MIL assumption where15

the image patches form the instances and the complete WSI16

forms the bag [2]. In this setting, no patch-level annotations17

are needed and only the diagnosis of the biopsies are used18

for training. Another strategy to learn with fewer patch-level19

annotations is SSL where only a subset of the image patches20

must be labeled. Still, existing methods have some common21

limitations: while SSL techniques do not incorporate the22

WSI diagnosis (global label) and therefore show a limited23

performance, MIL methods often can not make accurate24

patch-level predictions or have to be trained on very large25

datasets. For example, in [2] the authors conclude that at26

least 10,000 slides are necessary for a good performance.27

These limitations encourage the development of novel data-28

efficient methodologies which balance the amount of patch-29

level annotations and size of the required datasets and can30
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flexibly adapt to different scenarios.31

A. CONTRIBUTIONS32

We propose a new machine learning method based on MIL33

and SSL and an efficient labeling strategy to perform cancer34

classification with fewer annotations and reduced human35

workload. The contributions of this work are:36

• A novel cancer classification method utilizing the global37

WSI diagnosis, unlabeled image patches and a lim-38

ited number of labeled image patches for training. The39

proposed method exploits pseudolabeling techniques to40

combine both global labels in the MIL perspective and41

scarce patch-level annotations under the SSL setting.42

This combined approach overcomes current limitations43

of existing MIL and SSL methods and shows a signif-44

icant improvement in comparison to the SSL and MIL45

baselines.46

• An Efficient Labeling (EL) technique to achieve the47

best possible performance with a limited amount of48

annotations. Instead of annotating complete WSIs we49

propose to annotate only some cancerous patches per50

WSI for each cancer class.51

We make an extensive quantitative validation of the perfor-52

mance on three different datasets and show that our deep53

learning framework achieves very competitive results with-54

out the need for detailed patch labels or an excessive amount55

of WSIs. With just a few patch labels per WSI we get a simi-56

lar performance as in a supervised setting, even on relatively57

small datasets. The success of our algorithm supports the58

following labeling paradigm: A good performance of deep59

learning algorithms is already possible if pathologists only60

point out a few cancerous image patches per WSI instead of61

spending a lot of time with the detailed annotation.62

B. RELATED WORK63

To structure the related work into Multiple Instance Learning64

(MIL) and Semi Supervised Learning (SSL) approaches, we65

first clarify the definition of both, following the terminol-66

ogy of Cheplygina et al. [3]. Under the MIL assumption,67

instances (patches) are grouped into bags (WSIs), where only68

the label of the entire bag is known and the instance labels69

remain unobserved. In this paradigm, learning is driven by70

known global information (WSI diagnosis). SSL describes71

a learning scenario with two sets of samples: a labeled set72

and an unlabeled set. SSL methods use the unlabeled set73

(additionally to the labeled set) to find a better decision74

boundary and improve the classifier. In the given use-case,75

this means SSL methods use labeled and unlabeled patches76

for training, but not the WSI labels.77

MIL approaches for histopathological images are becom-78

ing more and more popular because they do not require79

detailed local annotations, but only bag labels for training.80

[2] Usually, a bag-level representation is obtained by the81

aggregation of either the instance-level features (embedding-82

based) or their predictions (instance-based). Recently, the83

classical aggregation functions based on max or average84

pooling have been replaced by more advanced mechanisms,85

such as learnable attention methods [4]. Campanella et al. [2]86

showed promising results processing the top-ranked positive87

instance features with an RNN. In other works, the use88

of instance-based aggregations based on top and bottom89

ranked instances [5] or min-max aggregation [6] have been90

proposed. Further approaches use embedding-based MIL via91

multi-head attention mechanisms [7] or combine instance-92

level predictions with embeddings [8]. Hashimoto et al. [9]93

use multiple scales with attention mechanisms and domain94

adversarial training for malignant lymphoma subtype classi-95

fication. Common limitations of existing approaches are the96

requirement of very large datasets [2] and the incapability to97

make class predictions at instance level [4] [2] [9]. Further,98

recent approaches often include complex multi-stage training99

procedures with multiple models [2] [9]. This motivates the100

development of well performing, but simpler approaches for101

an easy application in clinical practice.102

SSL approaches use labeled and unlabeled patches for train-103

ing. For histopathological images, most existing SSL ap-104

proaches rely on pseudo-labeling techniques such as Pulido105

et al. [10] who apply MixMatch [11] and FixMatch [12]106

under a highly noisy and imbalanced data setting. Jaiswal107

et al. [13] combine pseudo-labeling techniques with a novel108

learning rate schedule (one cycle policy). The approaches109

of Shaw et al. [14] and Marini et al. [15] are based on110

teacher-student models, where the teacher model trains with111

the labeled set of images. The SSL component of our work112

is related to FixMatch and Unsupervised Data augmentation113

(UDA) [16]: UDA proposes to use unlabeled images for114

so-called consistency regularization. Fixmatch extends the115

idea of consistency regularization with pseudolabels: Based116

on weak image augmentations, pseudo labels are assigned117

to confident predictions while the network is trained with118

strong image augmentations. The common drawback of all119

the mentioned SSL methods is that they do not make use of120

global information (bag labels) and always require a certain121

amount of labeled instances.122

SSL+MIL approaches were proposed very recently for123

histopathological images, but existing methods show some124

major differences to our work. Otalora et al. [17] propose an125

SSL+MIL method based on teacher-student networks, but it126

is specialized for prostate cancer and uses micro tissue ar-127

rays for pre-training. Although this approach is theoretically128

interesting, the performance gap to the supervised state-of-129

the-art models is quite large in practice (listed in Table 2).130

Li et al. [18] and Lu et al. [19] also propose hybrid models131

of SSL+MIL, but the applications are not comparable to our132

work: while the first approach is applied to binary semantic133

segmentation of WSIs, the latter is used for binary classifi-134

cation of histopathological images of 2048×1536 pixels that135

are much smaller than WSIs.136

Our method takes advantage of both SSL and MIL learning137

strategies and is able to perform multi-class classification138

on WSIs for different cancer types. It incorporates the aug-139
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mentation strategy of FixMatch [12] and the consistency140

regularization of Unsupervised Data augmentation (UDA)141

[16] while the pseudo label assignment is driven by the MIL142

perspective. As a result, the proposed method inherits the143

advantages of SSL and MIL while overcoming their existing144

limitations: our method achieves competitive results on small145

datasets, provides multi-class instance-level predictions, only146

needs one training procedure, one stage and one model that147

performs the common mini-batch training but still has the148

capability to include the bag label information.149

C. PAPER STRUCTURE150

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II151

we describe the problem in theoretical terms, the proposed152

efficient labeling strategy (II-A), the image augmentation153

strategy (II-B), the training framework (II-C) and the the-154

oretical background of the proposed method (II-D). In the155

experiment section III we first outline the description of156

dataset (III-A) and implementation (III-C). In the ablation157

studies (III-D) we show experimentally the effect of the158

different loss components. Finally, we highlight the effect of159

the proposed efficient labeling strategy (III-E) and compare160

with state-of-the-art methods (III-G) before concluding our161

article (IV).162

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION163

Let us consider a WSI classification problem where images164

are assigned a single class Y or a primary and secondary class165

Y 1 and Y 2. We refer to these WSI labels as ’bag labels’ in166

the context of MIL and to the image patches as ’instances’.167

Each patch can be either non-cancerous (NC) or contain one168

of the cancer classes. There are many problems that can be169

formulated this way. For the example of prostate cancer, the170

tissue is classified as non-cancerous (NC), Gleason grade 3171

(GG3), Gleason grade 4 (GG4) or Gleason grade 5 (GG5).172

The primary Gleason grade Y 1 and the secondary Gleason173

grade Y 2 of a WSI are assigned based on the two most174

prominent grades. In other cancer classification tasks like the175

lymph node detection of the Camelyon16 challenge, just one176

global label is assigned. Our approach works in both cases.177

To translate the problem into a mathematical notation,178

we denote the bag indices as B = {1, 2, .., N} where179

N is the number of WSIs in the training set. Let further180

Ib = {1, 2, ..,Mb} be the index set for the image patches181

(instances) in bag b. The complete set of image patches and182

their true cancer class can now be defined as183

{xbi, ybi} b ∈ B, i ∈ Ib (1)

To describe the labels let us first define the subset of non-184

cancerous WSIs B− ⊂ B and cancerous WSIs B+.185

Following the MIL assumption we know that for each nega-186

tive bag b ∈ B−:187

ybi = NC ∀i ∈ Ib (2)

For all positive bags we know that some patches must contain
the pattern of the present cancer class Yb. For each bag b ∈
B+:

∃i ∈ Ib : ybi = Yb (3)

which in the case of a primary and secondary label applies to188

both Y 1
b and Y 2

b .189

Note that the targets y are represented as a C-dimensional190

probability vector with each dimension representing one191

class probability and the class labels are described as one-hot192

vectors.193

A. EFFICIENT LABELING194

We propose a data setting that we name Efficient Labeling195

(EL): For each cancerous WSIs the pathologist only points196

out a few cancerous patches instead of annotating the whole197

WSI. For each global label Yb some corresponding patch198

labels ybi = Yb are assigned. We consider the annotation of a199

few cancerous patches per WSI a realistic and time-efficient200

strategy for the annotation of a new dataset from scratch201

or the data collection in already deployed CAD systems.202

In the latter case, the pathologist provides labels during the203

diagnostic process (human-in-the-loop, see f.e. [20]).204

In our experiments, this data setting is simulated by pick-205

ing randomly a certain amount of patch labels and hide the206

others during model training. This allows us to systematically207

study the effect of a varying amount of patch labels.208

We divide the indices of each positive bag into the set209

of labeled (L ⊂ Ib) and the set of unlabeled (U ⊂ Ib)210

instances such that all labels {ybi|i ∈ Lb} are available due211

to pathologists annotation, while the labels {ybi, |i ∈ Ub}212

remain unknown.213

214

B. IMAGE AUGMENTATION215

Our image augmentation strategy is related to FixMatch216

[12] and Unsupervised Data augmentation (UDA) [16]: UDA217

proposes to use unlabeled images for so-called consistency218

regularization: for two versions of a randomly augmented219

image the network is trained to predict the same class220

probabilities. The FixMatch algorithm combines consistency221

regularization with pseudolabeling. Here, a weak image aug-222

mentation is applied to the unlabeled images, the class is223

estimated by a CNN and pseudo labels are assigned to the224

images with confident class predictions. Then the network225

is trained to predict these pseudo labels given a strongly226

augmented version of the unlabeled images. Both approaches227

have in common that random image augmentation is a key228

component.229

Similar to [12] the weak and strong image augmentation230

for the image patches play an important role in our approach.231

The strong image augmentation in our implementation uses a232

very strong random brightness shift that leads to substantially233

darker and brighter versions of the original image. The weak234

augmentation only applies a mild version of the brightness235

shift, leading to images similar to the original. Applying only236
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FIGURE 1. Proposed training framework for cancerous WSI, combining MIL and SSL. We take all patches of the WSI and apply a weak augmentation to obtain soft
labels and pseudo labels by the CNN predictions. Based on these labels, we train the same CNN with the strongly augmented patches.

a weak augmentation makes it easier for the network to obtain237

a correct prediction and is therefore used to estimate pseudo238

labels and soft labels. The strongly augmented images are239

more challenging to predict and are therefore used to train240

the network. We denote α(·) as the operator of weak random241

image augmentation and β(·) as a strong random image242

augmentation. For more details, we refer to the theoretical243

background (II-D) and the implementation details (III-C).244

C. PROPOSED TRAINING FRAMEWORK245

The goal is to train a patch classifier pθ(y|x) which predicts246

class probabilities y for a given patch x and is parametrized247

by the model weights θ (following the notation of [12]).248

The training procedure (Figure 1) can be applied to any249

classification model and is divided into three steps that are250

repeated for each training epoch:251

252

Step 1 Obtain the CNN predictions of the weakly aug-253

mented image patches in the positive bags. For a given image254

patch xbi of the positive bag b ∈ B+, we apply the weak255

image augmentation α. The weakly augmented image patch256

α(xbi) is used to predict the CNN output probability vector257

pθ(y|α(xbi)) which we define as ŷbi:258

ŷbi := pθ(y|α(xbi)) ∀b ∈ B+ (4)

As some of these vectors of probabilities will serve later as259

training targets, we will call ŷ soft labels.260

Step 2 Calculate pseudo labels for each positive bag261

b ∈ B+. We know from equation (3) that some patches have262

the same class as the WSI. Given the global label Yb of the263

bag, we assign this pseudo label to the k patches whose class264

probabilities of class Yb are the largest of all instances in the265

bag. Concretely, this is done by the following steps:266

(i) Create a list of probability vectors ŷbi ordered with267

respect to class Yb.268

(ii) Select the k first items of this list to define the index set269

Pb ⊂ Ib.270

(iii) Assign the one-hot class label Yb to the patches indexed271

by Pb as a pseudo label yps:272

ypsbi = Yb ∀i ∈ Pb, b ∈ B+ (5)

273

In the case of two or more global labels, this pseudo label274

assignment is performed for each of them.275

Step 3 Use the strongly augmented image patches β(x)
and a combination of groundtruth labels, pseudo labels and
soft labels to train the CNN. Mathematically, the loss func-
tion is described as:

L(θ) =
∑
b∈B−

∑
i∈Ib

H(ybi, pθ(y|β(xbi))︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

+
∑
b∈B+

(∑
i∈Lb

λH(ybi, pθ(y|β(xbi))︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

+
∑
i∈Pb

H(ypsbi , pθ(y|β(xbi))︸ ︷︷ ︸
C

+
∑

i∈Ub\Pb

H(ŷbi, pθ(y|β(xbi))︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

)
(6)

Here, H(·, ·) denotes the cross-entropy loss for classifi-276

cation and λ is a hyperparameter to assign a higher weight277

to the groundtruth labels of the cancer classes. Note that278

all terms of the loss function (A, B, C, D) split into sums279

over the instances. Training can therefore be performed in280

minibatches via stochastic gradient descent. In comparison to281

semi-supervised methods, our algorithm is still able to train282

without any patch labels (MIL setting): In this case, the loss283

term of positive instance labels (B) can be simply omitted,284

and the training can be performed based only on negative,285

pseudo and soft labels (terms A, C and D).286
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The proposed training framework is summarized in Algo-287

rithm 1. For notational coherence, we describe the algorithm288

for an instance-wise optimization. In practice, the prediction289

of step 1 and the gradient update of step 3 can be performed290

in common mini-batches for efficient computational paral-291

lelization.292

D. BACKGROUND293

In the following subsection, we want to explain the derivation294

and theoretical background of the different loss components295

and the image augmentation.296

The MIL component of our method enables the model to297

incorporate information from the global WSI labels during298

training and constitutes the loss terms A and C of equation299

6. The loss term A uses the MIL property of equation 2: all300

instances in a negative bag must be negative. With these neg-301

ative instances, the model can perform supervised training.302

Further, the pseudo labels of term C are derived by the MIL303

perspective: From equation (3) we know that some instance304

labels are equal to the bag label Yk. A natural assumption is305

that instances with the highest class probabilities (of class Yk)306

are the best candidates for the assignment of label Yk. When307

no positive instance labels are available, this label assignment308

enables the model to learn the positive classes at instance309

level through the bag labels. The proposed MIL component310

can be seen as an extension of the max-pooling which is311

used for example in [2] in the first training phase. Instead of312

assigning the global label just to one instance with the highest313

probability, we assign it to multiple instances (k in total)314

with the highest probabilities. Further, we extend the binary315

case [2] to multiple classes using the class probabilities of316

the given global label, as described in step 2. The empirical317

improvement of our algorithm over max-pooling is discussed318

in section III-D.319

The SSL component of our method ensures that the labeled320

(term A and B of equation 6) and unlabeled (term C and D of321

equation 6) patches are used to improve the classifier. From322

a theoretical point of view, it has been shown that pseudo323

labels (loss term C) can be interpreted as a form of entropy324

minimization [21].325

As the conditional entropy of class probabilities is a mea-326

sure of class overlap, the optimization will favor putting the327

class decision boundary in a low density area and leads to a328

better separation of classes [22]. The loss term D with soft329

labels serves as an additional consistency regularization: for330

two randomly augmented versions of the image, the classifier331

is trained to predict the same output. This technique has been332

proven to lead to better generalization and stability of the333

classifier [23]. Further, we want to discuss the role of weak334

and strong image augmentations for label propagation. The335

basic assumption of semi-supervised learning algorithms is336

that the data distribution of unlabeled datapoints can help a337

model to find a better decision boundary between the classes.338

One strategy is to propagate label information from one339

datapoint to nearby unlabeled datapoints during the model340

training (so called ’label propagation’, see f.e. [24] or [16]).341

Algorithm 1 Proposed Training Procedure
Input: For each bag b = 1, .., N : Image patches
{xbi}i=1,..,Mb

, a reduced number of patch labels
{ybi}i∈Lb , WSI labels {Yb}, number of epochsE, learning
rate η

Output: Optimal model parameters θ
for e = 1 to E do

# Step 1
for b = 1 to N do

for i = 1 to Mb do
estimate ŷbi ← pθ(y|xbi) (eq. 4)

end for
# Step 2
Order {ŷbi} regarding class Yb (Step 2 (i))
Define Pb as the k max. probabilities (Step 2 (ii))
Assign ypsbi ← Yb for i ∈ Pb (Step 2 (iii))

end for
# Step 3
for b = 1 to N do

for i = 1 to Mb do
θ ← θ − ηL(θ)δθ (eq. 6, using {ybi}, {ypsbi }, {ŷbi})

end for
end for

end for
return θ

The final goal is to assign a consistent label in high density342

areas provided by some labeled datapoints. Label propaga-343

tion with loss terms C and D in combination with weak and344

strong image augmentation (α and β) can be explained in345

the following way: Let Vα(x) and Vβ(x) be the space of all346

possible image augmentations with α and β, respectively, for347

a given image patch x. As the strong image augmentation348

β leads to a higher distortion of the image, the image space349

Vβ(x) is larger than Vα(x) and we assume Vα(x) ⊂ Vβ(x)350

when the same random augmentations are applied for α and351

β. As the pseudo and soft labels are predicted on α(x) and the352

network is trained on β(x), label information is propagated353

from Vα(x) to Vβ(x) during training, as shown in Figure 2.354

Other unlabeled datapoints that are in or close to Vβ(x) are355

more likely to be assigned the same class as x in the next356

iteration. Therefore, the available patch labels are propagated357

to unlabeled patches in areas of high data density. As a358

result, the model is encouraged to assign a similar label359

to all instances in a data cluster and to define the decision360

boundaries between those data clusters.361

The SSL component of our work is inspired by Fixmatch362

[12] and UDA [16] and in the following, we briefly discuss363

similarities and differences. Fixmatch has a similar augmen-364

tation strategy as the proposed method, but we extend it365

with soft labels and a MIL-driven pseudo label assignment366

instead of using a probability threshold as in the original367

work. This enables the model to incorporate bag labels during368

training while maintaining the benefits of SSL. The soft369

label assignment is inspired by UDA, such that loss terms370
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Class 1

Class 2

Unlabeled

Decision
Boundary

FIGURE 2. Simplified illustration of label propagation with weak and strong
image augmentation. The datapoints correspond to image patches in our case.
Shown are two example points x1 and x2 with the corresponding regions of
weak and strong image augmentation (Vα(x) and Vβ(x) respectively).

B and D are similar to the UDA training. The idea of label371

propagation by consistency regularization was presented in372

the context of UDA, together with a theoretical proof based373

on graph theory. Apart from the soft-label assignment, UDA374

is lacking the other components of our proposed method375

(weak/strong augmentation, pseudo label assignment, bag376

label incorporation).377

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION378

We performed extensive experiments to evaluate our pro-379

posed training framework as well as the proposed efficient380

labeling (EL) strategy.381

A. DATASETS382

The experiments were conducted using three different public383

WSIs datasets of prostate and breast cancer. The gigapixel384

WSIs are sliced into smaller patches that form the instances385

of the MIL problem, while the WSI diagnosis is the bag label.386

The used datasets have both biopsy-level and patch-level387

annotations available, which made them particularly suitable388

for the validation of the proposed method. The SICAPv21
389

[25] dataset was used to validate the proposed method on390

prostate cancer for the multiclass Gleason grading scenario.391

This dataset contains 155 prostate WSIs which are sliced into392

512x512 overlapping patches. The primary and secondary393

Gleason grade for all WSIs as well as patch-level labels are394

included for a large number of instances in the dataset. In our395

work, we maintained the proposed partitions of the original396

dataset for training, validation and testing.397

Additionally, we use the PANDA dataset 2 for prostate cancer398

classification, which is substantially larger than SICAPv2, to399

test our method on a dataset with a different size. It consists400

of 10,415 WSIs and was presented at the MICCAI 2020401

conference as a challenge. As the test set of the PANDA402

1Available at: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/9xxm58dvs3/1
2Available at: https://www.kaggle.com/c/prostate-cancer-grade-

assessment

dataset is not public, we use the available WSIs to generate403

a train/validation/test split of 8469, 353 and 1794 WSIs,404

respectively. We extract 512x512 patches with a 50% overlap405

from the WSIs. The data was collected from two datacen-406

ters (’Radboud’ and ’Karolinska’) but only the WSIs from407

Radboud have local annotations of the Gleason grade while408

the annotations from Karolinska distinguish non-cancerous409

and cancerous. The exact classes of these cancerous patches410

remains unknown, so they can only be used as unlabeled data411

for training. We disregard all patches with less than 50%412

tissue and assign the label ’non-cancerous’ to all patches413

that have at least 95% pixels annotated as non-cancerous414

or background. To the cancerous patches of Radboud we415

assign the Gleason grade which has the highest amount416

of pixels in comparison to the other cancer classes. The417

breast cancer experiments were conducted on Camelyon163
418

which contains 130 WSIs for testing and 270 WSIs for419

training/validation. We split them into 80% for training and420

20% for validation. For the training/validation set, detailed421

annotations are available while the testing is done only at422

the WSI level in a binary manner (cancer vs no-cancer). For423

our experiments, we sliced the WSIs into non-overlapping424

512x512 patches at 20x magnification and filtered out the425

patches that contain less than 5% tissue.426

427

B. METRICS428

To compare our method, we use the metrics that are reported429

for other state-of-the-art methods for the different datasets.430

For prostate cancer (SICAPv2 and PANDA), the common431

metric for comparison is Cohen’s quadratic kappa, which432

measures the inter-rater reliability between the pathologist’s433

annotations and the model’s predictions. It is calculated434

based on the confusion matrix, and a kappa value of 0.0435

indicates agreement by chance while 1.0 means complete436

agreement. This metrics takes into account that, in a set of437

ordered classes, error between consecutive classes should438

be less penalized and therefore it is especially suitable for439

Gleason grading. Further, we report the average F1 score,440

as in [25], [26]. The F1 score is based on the recall and441

precision per class and then averaged over the classes. For the442

breast cancer dataset Camelyon16, the commonly reported443

metric is the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the Receiver444

Operating Characteristic (ROC). The ROC curve is created445

by plotting the true positive rate against the false positive446

rate at various threshold settings and measures the diagnostic447

ability of a binary classifier. The AUC of the ROC is 0.5448

for a random classifier and 1.0 for a perfect classifier. As449

our model uses pseudo labels, it is especially important to450

prove the reliability and robustness of our model. We perform451

multiple independent runs on the independent test sets to452

assure a reliable high performance of our method. The results453

are therefore reported as mean and standard deviation of the454

above described metrics.455

3Available at: https://camelyon16.grand-challenge.org/Data/
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C. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS456

We implemented our model in tensorflow 2.3 and used one457

TITAN X (Pascal) GPU with 12 Gb for training with mini-458

batches of 16 patches. The training until convergence with459

the EfficientNet-B5 backbone took approximately 7 hours460

(30 epochs) for SICAPv2, 7 days (10 epochs) for PANDA461

and 6 days (15 epochs) for Camelyon16. The time to perform462

predictions for inference is negligible for applications in463

clinical practice and lies below 2 seconds for a complete WSI464

on average for all used datasets. The model selection and465

hyperparameter tuning was performed on the four-fold cross466

validation set of SICAPv2. For the classification backbone,467

this work utilized the state-of-the-art image classification468

model EfficientNet [27] which was pre-trained on ImageNet469

and can scale with 8 different levels of complexity (B0-B7).470

We used the four-fold cross validation of SICAPv2 for the471

model selection and observed that an increasing complex-472

ity of the model led indeed to a better performance until473

EfficientNet-B5. Models B6 and B7 did not show any further474

improvements, so we chose EfficientNet-B5 as our backbone.475

The hyperparameters of the model were set to k = 5 (tested:476

k = 1, 3, 5, 10, used in Step 2 in II-C) and λ = 3 (tested477

λ = 1, 2, 3, 5, used in equation 6 D) which showed the best478

results. The network was fine-tuned with stochastic gradient479

descent and the learning rate 0.01. For the relatively small480

dataset SICAPv2, class balanced loss was used (based on481

true y and estimated labels ŷ) to stabilize the training as we482

sometimes observed the convergence to ’bad’ local minima483

(for the experiments P = 0 and P = 1 in Figure 3). We484

resized the image patches to 250x250 which is the input485

resolution for our model.486

For image augmentation brightness shift, random flip and487

rotation were used. The difference between weak and strong488

augmentation in our experiment was the intensity of the489

brightness shift (multiplication of the alpha channel with490

a factor) which led to a darker or brighter version of the491

original image. While the weak augmentation α uses random492

brightness shift factors between 0.9 and 1.1, the strong aug-493

mentation β uses a range from 0.5 to 1.5. The stronger the494

brightness shift, the harder it gets to visually recognize the495

pattern in the images.496

D. ABLATION STUDIES497

To study the effect of the different loss components and the498

improvement over the SSL and MIL baselines, we performed499

an ablation study for the SICAPv2 dataset with efficient500

labeling (see section II-A) and 5 patch labels per WSI and501

global label (equal to the experiment P=5 of section III-E).502

In Table 1 we first compare 4 different label settings: only503

the available ground truth labels (GT), ground truth and soft504

labels (GT + SL), ground truth and pseudo labels (GT + PL)505

and ground truth, soft and pseudo labels (GT + SL + PL)506

which is our proposed setting. In the loss equation, terms A507

and B represent the ground truth, term C the pseudo labels508

and term D the soft labels. The model trained only with509

ground truth labels can be seen as a baseline because it simply510

TABLE 1. Ablation studies on SICAPv2 with 5 patch labels per cancerous
WSI and global label. The results are reported as the mean and standard
deviation of 5 independent runs.

Model Cohen’s quadr. kappa avg. F1 Score
GT 0.768 ± 0.009 0.688 ± 0.012
GT + PL 0.774 ± 0.012 0.697 ± 0.007
GT + SL 0.780 ± 0.012 0.698 ± 0.012
GT + SL + PL 0.801 ± 0.013 0.700 ± 0.011
MIL (Max-pooling) 0.545 ± 0.038 0.492 ± 0.026
SSL (Fixmatch) 0.774 ± 0.031 0.676 ± 0.009

uses all available labels in a supervised fashion. We observe511

that pseudo label as well as soft labels improved this baseline512

in both metrics. The best result was obtained using ground513

truth, pseudo and soft labels, and we therefore proved that all514

loss terms are relevant in practice.515

516

We also compared our method to the SSL and MIL base-517

lines to highlight the improvement of our combined solution.518

The chosen baseline implementations Max-pooling and Fix-519

match are the algorithms that are the most related approaches520

in the fields of SSL and MIL (for details, see section II-D).521

For the MIL baseline, we disregarded the available patch522

labels for training. Max-pooling inspired our pseudo-label523

assignment and is commonly used, f.e. in [2]: the global label524

was assigned to one patch with the highest class probability.525

The poor results of only 0.545 (Cohen’s kappa) and 0.492526

(F1 Score) highlight that the dataset is too small for this527

MIL-baseline method. Including some patch labels with our528

proposed method performs much better. To compare with the529

SSL baseline, we implemented the Fixmatch algorithm [12],530

which uses the available patch-labels but can not integrate531

the global WSI labels for training. For a fair comparison,532

we assigned negative patch labels to all patches of a negative533

WSI, although this is already beyond SSL in a strict sense. As534

proposed in the original paper, pseudo labels were assigned535

for cancer class predictions higher than 0.95. In this setup,536

the Fixmatch baseline showed a comparable performance to537

our proposed pseudo-label assignment (GT+PL) in terms of538

Cohen’s kappa, but the F1 score was significantly lower. In539

comparison to our proposed final model (GT+SL+PL), the540

SSL baseline performed approximately 2.5 percentage points541

worse in both Cohen’s kappa and F1 score. Overall, we see542

that utilizing a reduced number of patch labels and WSI543

labels with our approach achieved a substantial improvement544

over the SSL and MIL baselines.545

E. EFFICIENT LABELING VS. COMPLETE ANNOTATION546

In the next experiment, we compared two different data547

settings for the prostate cancer dataset SICAPv2: We wanted548

to study whether with limited resources it is better to use549

Efficient Labeling (EL, see section II) with a few patch labels550

from all available WSI or a few WSI with the Complete551

Annotation (CA). In the first case (EL) we randomly sampled552

a certain amount P of patch labels for the primary and sec-553

ondary Gleason grade of each WSI. For the second approach554
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of data label settings. Efficient Labeling (EL) with P annotated patches per primary and secondary Gleason grade of all WSIs and
Complete Annotation (CA) of W WSIs with all the patch labels. We plot the mean and standard deviation of Cohen’s quadratic kappa (patch level) of five runs
against the total amount of annotated training patches of SICAPv2.

(CA) we randomly selected W WSIs and used all patch555

labels of this selection for training. In Figure 3 we observe556

that the EL setting required substantially fewer labels than557

CA to obtain good results. We explain this by the higher558

variability of the annotated patches with EL that allows the559

network to learn from more diverse examples. The annotated560

patches of CA have a higher co-similarity and therefore561

contribute less information to the model training. The steep562

ascent of the performance from P = 0 to P = 5 proofs563

the efficiency of our learning approach and EL. To estimate564

the saved time and resources (to annotate a dataset) for the565

model training with our approach, we use the total amount566

of local annotations. Concretely, we count the total number567

of labeled patches used for training. We compare settings568

with a reduced number of patches with supervised training569

using all available patch labels. In the case of SICAPv2, our570

model with P = 5 and EL showed a performance close to571

the supervised one with only using 450 of the 4384 available572

patch labels. This means that approximately 10 times less573

labeled patches were needed for training.574

For PANDA, the ratio of saved labeling effort is comparable:575

the model trained with P = 5 uses approximately 10 times576

less patch annotations for training than the supervised setup,577

but with much higher absolute numbers: while the supervised578

model is trained with 205,111 labeled patches, the model579

with P = 5 obtained 22,023 patch labels. For Camelyon16580

(Table 3), the advantage is even bigger: the model with P=5581

and EL used 433 patch labels while the supervised model582

trained with 21437 patch labels. This means, that only 2%583

of the complete training data was needed for the proposed584

approach, while the result remains close to the supervised585

performance, as reported in the next section.586

F. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION587

We qualitatively assessed the WSI predictions for SICAPv2588

and show visual examples in Figure 4. For comparison, the589

predictions of our proposed model trained without any patch590

labels (P = 0), with some patch labels (P = 5) and all patch591

labels (P = all) are depicted as well as the ground truth592

annotations. We observe that the model trained without any593

patch labels in a MIL setting correctly marks the cancerous594

areas but has problems to assign the right classes to the tissue.595

This highlights the limitations of MIL models trained on596

relatively small datasets for complex multi-class scenarios.597

The model with some patch annotations (P = 5) shows a598

robust performance which is close to the prediction of the599

supervised model (P = all). This confirms the reliability of600

the proposed method, which uses pseudo labels to comple-601

ment a small amount of patch labels. Note that both models,602

P = 5 and P = all, highlight some areas as Gleason Grade 3603

that are annotated as non-cancerous. This can be explained by604

the interpolation in between patches to produce the graphic605

and the ambiguity in the Gleason grading task: even between606

pathologists, a complete agreement on the exact cancerous607

regions is rare, as reported in Table 2.608

G. COMPARISON WITH STATE OF THE ART609

In this section we report the results for the three datasets:610

SICAPv2, PANDA and Camelyon16, and compare our pro-611

posed method with efficient labeling (EL, see section II-A)612

to other state-of-the-art approaches. In Table 2 we show the613

performance of patch level classifiers of Gleason grades.614

We observe that our model is able to achieve competitive615

results with only 5 patch labels per WSI and global label.616

For the relatively small dataset SICAPv2, our model with617

P = 5 achieves a remarkable result of 0.807 Cohen’s kappa,618

outperforming the existing supervised state-of-the-art [25]619

for this dataset. In this setting, the model only required a620

total of 433 labeled patches. Our model in the completely621

supervised setting reached a slightly better result, but using622

approximately 10x more patch labels. For a larger prostate623

cancer dataset, PANDA, we observe similar results. The624
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TABLE 2. Comparison with previous works of prostate cancer patch-level Gleason grading. We report the average result of 5 independent runs.

Method Learning Dataset Cohen’s quadr. kappa avg. F1 Score
Arvaniti et al. [26] (2018) Supervised (other)* 0.55/0.49 −
Nir et al. [28] (2018) Supervised (other)* 0.60 −
Otálora et al. [17] (2020) MIL + SSL (other)* 0.59/0.55 −
Silva-Rodríguez et al. [25] (2020) Supervised SICAPv2 0.77 0.66
Ours (P=5; 450 positive patch labels) MIL + SSL SICAPv2 0.801 0.700
Ours (P=10; 870 positive patch labels) MIL + SSL SICAPv2 0.807 0.710
Ours (P=all; 4,384 pos. patch labels) Supervised SICAPv2 0.827 0.718
Ours (P=5; 22,023 positive patch labels) MIL + SSL PANDA 0.794 0.739
Ours (P=10; 41,910 positive patch labels) MIL + SSL PANDA 0.830 0.735
Ours (P=all; 205,111 pos. patch labels) Supervised PANDA 0.891 0.812
Inter-Pathologists [26]* 0.65 −
* Results reported on different datasets, patch size and resolutions, see [26], [28] and [17] for details.

TABLE 3. Comparison with previous works of metastasis detection in sentinel lymph nodes of breast cancer patients (Camelyon16). Our reported results are the
average of 3 independent train and test runs.

Method Learning ROC AUC
Camelyon16 Winner [29] Supervised 0.923
Camelyon16 Best on Leaderboard [29], [30] Supervised 0.994
Campanella et al. [2] ** MIL 0.899
Campanella et al. [2] *** MIL 0.965
Ours (P=5; 433 positive patch labels) MIL + SSL 0.913
Ours (P=all; 21,437 pos. patch labels) Supervised 0.933
Pathologists with time constraints [30] 0.810
Pathologists without time constr. [30] 0.966
** Tested on Camelyon16, trained on MSK breast dataset (total 9894 WSIs, see [2] for details)
*** Trained and tested on MSK breast dataset (total 9894 WSIs, see [2] for details)

model with P = 10 achieved a remarkable Cohen’s kappa625

value of 0.830 and an average F1 score of 0.735. Note626

that the gap in comparison to the supervised model (with a627

Cohen’s kappa of 0.891 and an average F1 Score of 0.812)628

is slightly larger than for the SICAPv2 experiment. This can629

be explained by the much higher absolute number of labeled630

patches for the supervised setting (205,111 patch labels).631

In this case, the model learns to mimic the pathologist’s632

annotation very accurately. It is noteworthy to mention that,633

as the inter-pathologist agreement for this task lies round634

0.65 [26], all Cohen’s kappa values above 0.8 indicate a635

very high agreement with the given annotation. The proposed636

SSL+MIL approach with P = 10 shows a very good perfor-637

mance, while 163,201 less patch labels were used than in the638

supervised approach (P=10: 41,910 patch labels; supervised:639

205,111 patch labels).640

Table 3 shows the results for the detection of lymph node641

metastasis of breast cancer with the dataset Camelyon16. As642

Camelyon16 allows only the evaluation of the global WSI643

labels, we derived the cancer probability simply from the644

highest patch probability per WSI. Although our model’s645

primary strength is the instance (patch-level) classification,646

we obtained a competitive Camelyon16 result with P = 5647

(ROC AUC = 0.913) close to the supervised performance648

P = all (ROC AUC = 0.933) while using approximately649

50 times less patch labels during training. Further, the re-650

sults with P = 5 are still more than 10 percentage points651

above pathologists with realistic time constraints (ROC AUC652

= 0.810). The strong performance proves the model’s good653

generalization to different cancer types and the high accuracy654

of the instance predictions: bag labels can reliably be derived655

from them by a simple heuristic. Note that the MIL approach656

of Campanella et al. [2] had strong results but has some657

limitations: the method trained on a 20 times larger dataset658

and only predicted binary labels on the bag level. Our model,659

trained only on the Camelyon16 training set, is able to660

provide patch-level predictions and extendable to multiclass-661

settings.662

H. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE663

PROPOSED METHOD664

The proposed method has several advantages in comparison665

to other existing approaches. First of all, it showed a high666

performance while training with limited resources: A total of667

450 labeled patches of 155 WSIs for prostate cancer and 433668

labeled patches of 400 WSIs for breast cancer were sufficient669

to obtain competitive results. This confirms the effectiveness670

of the proposed combination of MIL and SSL techniques.671

Furthermore, it can adapt flexibly to any amount of available672

patch labels, as shown in the experiments of Figure 3. De-673

pending on the available annotations, even unlabeled WSIs674

or completely annotated WSIs can be easily integrated in the675

training procedure. Regarding the best labeling strategy, the676

proposed efficient labeling strategy showed very good results677

with limited annotations, as highlighted in subsection III-E.678

It can be recommended for the future annotation of datasets.679

Still, there are some limitations of our method. When no680

patch labels are available, the proposed method can still be681

used for training, but the performance was not comparable682

to the supervised training result, as shown in Figure 3.683
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(a) Predictions (P=0) (b) Predictions (P=5)

(c) Predictions (P=all) (d) Ground truth
FIGURE 4. Visual example of model predictions for a test WSI of SICAPv2. The cancerous areas are marked in green (Gleason Grade 3), blue (Gleason Grade 4)
and red (Gleason Grade 5). We compare the model predictions trained with P = 0 (MIL), P = 5 (some patch labels), P = all (supervised), corresponding to the
patch labels per class and WSI available during training. The marked areas of predictions are interpolated from patch-level predictions and therefore not as
fine-grained as the ground-truth annotation. While the model trained in a MIL setting (a) correctly identifies the cancerous areas, the predicted classes are incorrect.
The model predictions with the setting P = 5 depicted in (b) are very similar to those of the supervised model (c) and the ground truth (d).

In the default MIL setting, other specialized MIL methods684

might provide a better performance [2], [9]. Furthermore, our685

method assumes that the label classes on instance and bag686

level are the same. For problems where the local cancer class687

differs from the overall WSI labels, the proposed algorithm688

needs to be adjusted.689

IV. CONCLUSIONS690

We have presented a flexible deep learning framework for691

cancer classification which is able to make very accurate692

local as well as global predictions while requiring signif-693

icantly fewer annotations than supervised approaches. The694

success of this approach can be attributed to the combina-695

tion of semi-supervised and multiple instance learning as696

well as the proposed efficient labeling strategy, which was697

experimentally quantified. The work of the pathologist in our698

setting reduces to the annotation of some cancerous patches699

in each WSI and the final diagnosis. With this work, we hope700

to significantly contribute to the efforts of improving cancer701

diagnosis with the help of deep learning. By reducing the de-702

pendency on large, completely annotated datasets, we lower703

the threshold for new applications of artificial intelligence.704

With our approach, researchers and engineers can train deep705

learning models for cancer classification problems for which706

deep learning was not yet applied because of data limitations.707

To further improve our approach, we propose two future708

research directions: (i) active learning algorithms to choose709

the most discriminative patches for labeling and (ii) the use of710

an additional bag-level classifier based on the models feature711

maps to obtain even better WSI-level results.712
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